
Imagine if
health care operated like
a well-oiledmachine.
At Northeastern University, we’re making it happen.

We’re putting together an expert team of engineers and hospital administrators to improve health care. Given

Northeastern’s strength in interdisciplinary research, it’s a combination that makes perfect sense to the

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, which recently collaborated with the university on a $3.4 million annual

award to establish the New England Healthcare Engineering Partnership. Nationally recognized leaders in this

field will work with the VA’s New England system, adapting the innovative methods that keep the world’s most

advanced machinery humming to bring health-care processes to the perfect pitch of efficiency and accuracy.

Turning discoveries into solutions is Northeastern’s research mission. We combine our interdisciplinary

approach and partnerships with government, academia, and business to pursue use-inspired research with a

focus on health, security, and sustainability.

northeastern.edu/research



Where today’s science meets tomorrow’s care

ATS 2010•New Orleans

Louisiana

ADVANCES IN SCIENCE AND MEDICINE ARE CHANGING THE

FACE OF PULMONARY, CRITICAL CARE AND SLEEP. STAY AT

THE FOREFRONT OF YOUR PROFESSION BY ATTENDING THE

AMERICAN THORACIC SOCIETY’S 2010 INTERNATIONAL

CONFERENCE.

MAY 14-19

• Respiratory Neurobiology: What Is The

Latest?*

• Epigenomics in Lung Cancer: Linking

Development to Disease

• Lipid Mediators in Pathogenesis and

Resolution of Acute Lung Injury

• Host Defense Mechanisms in Pulmonary

Infection*

• Pushing Stem Cells: Cellular Plasticity

Quantitative Assessment of Lung Structure:

Principles and Practical Applications*

• Scientific Breakthroughs of the Year:

Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine

• Coins for the Boatman: Clearance of

Apoptotic Cells in Lung Disease

• Vascular-Matrix Interactions in Lung

Development and Disease

• Translational System Biology as Applied to

Diseases of Pulmonary Inflammation

• Cells in Lung Injury and Repair of the Lung:

Scientific and Translational Importance

• Top-Notch Decisions in Lung Development

and Disease

• State of the Science in Repair, Regeneration

and Remodeling of the Diseased Lung:

What Do We Really Know?

• Conquering Population Biology: ‘Ome My Gosh’*

• The Influence of Histology and Molecular

Analysis on Treatment of Non-Small Cell

Lung Cancer: “Tailored Therapy”

• Clinical Trials of Lung Protective Ventilation:

What Have We Learned?

*Postgraduate course

A SELECTION OF SCIENTIFIC

& CLINICAL SESSIONS
SET YOUR FOCUS: Scientists from nearly 100 countries are expected to participate

in the 2010 ATS International Conference. With more than 400 sessions, 800 speakers

and 5,000 original research abstracts, attendees can sample a broad spectrum of

topics or concentrate on the latest findings in respiratory molecular and cell biology,

lung structure and function, inflammatory biology and gene therapy.

PICK YOUR VENUE: From postgraduate courses to one-on-one interactions with

world-renowned experts, attendees can choose their learning environment. Sessions

of all sizes will focus on topics like host defense mechanisms, translational systems

biology, lipid mediators and respiratory neurobiology.

LEARN FROM THE BEST: The leading basic scientists and translational researchers

in the fields of pulmonary, critical care and sleep medicine will lead year in review

sessions, lecture and participate in symposia and panel discussions. For the first

time, the ATS is accepting abstracts of unique clinical case reports, along with

scientific abstracts.

NETWORK: The ATS International Conference draws the most knowledgeable and

dedicated healthcare providers and scientists from around the world and provides a

collegial environment for exchanging ideas.

www.thoracic.org/go/international-conference

Learn more about these and other sessions in the 2010 Advance Program,
which will be available online starting the third week in January.
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Who better to draw inspiration for the new ÄKTA™ avant system than from customers using

the 30,000 ÄKTA systems already in use around the world? Well, you spoke and we listened.

The new ÄKTA avant system for process development is faster — enabling quicker insights.

It minimizes the chance of error, even while working at higher speeds. And it allows for direct,

reliable scalability. At GE Healthcare, our focus is on helping scientists achieve even more,

faster. It’s a commitment we have in our genes. And all this is backed by the service, support,

and investment in the future that being part of GE can bring.

Want to know more? Why not talk with us today. Visit www.gelifesciences.com/aktaavant

I ÄKTA I Amersham I Biacore I IN Cell Analyzer I Whatman I GE Service I

Inspired Ägain

The New ÄKTA avant
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Use QIAGEN® solutions from sample to result,
and benefit from sensitive and reliable detection systems:

■ Quantitative, real-time PCR detection

■ Automated analysis of DNA fragments and RNA

■ Pyrosequencing® sequence-based DNA detection and quantification

■ Optimized, ready-to-use assays and reagents

Making improvements in life possible — www.qiagen.com

Detection platforms, assays,

and analysis software

by QIAGEN

Choose QIAGEN for detection

Sample & Assay Technologies



To find your local sales office, visitwww.bio-rad.com/contact/

In the U.S., call toll free at 1-800-4BIORAD (1-800-424-6723)
Visit us at www.bio-rad.com

“I’m taking my cell counting
from tedious to .”

Follow us: @BioRadGenomics Bio-Rad Genomics

CELL SYSTEMS // CELL COUNTER

Increase your productivity with
automated cell counting.
Bio-Rad’s TC10™ automated cell counter gives you the

accuracy of a hemocytometer without the headache. Save time,

sample and frustration with a reliable count of total and viable

mammalian cells in one simple step.

Fit cell counting into your schedule with easy■

software and results in under 30 seconds

Trust your counts with an innovative autofocus technology■

that removes the subjectivity of manual focusing

Get faster and more reproducible downstream results■

using accurate and consistent cell counts

Speed up your cell counting—and accelerate your research.

Visit www.bio-rad.com/ad/counterri�c/ for more information.



CLONING & MAPPING
DNA AMPLIFICATION

& PCR
RNA ANALYSIS

PROTEIN EXPRESSION &

ANALYSIS

GENE EXPRESSION

& CELLULAR ANALYSIS

Reagents for Sample Preparation from New England Biolabs

Introducing NEBNext™, a series of highly pure reagents that facilitate sample preparation for downstream applications such

as next generation sequencing and expression library construction. Available in sets, master mixes and modules, these robust

reagents undergo stringent quality controls and functional validation, ensuring maximum yield, convenience and value.

www.neb.com

STUNNING QUALITY

Sequencing coverage map of the E. coli genome after using

NEBNext™ DNA Sample Prep Reagent Set 1 for Sample Preparation

E. coli strain MG1655 gDNA was prepared with NEBNext DNA Sample Prep Reagent Set I and sequenced on an Illumina

Genome Analyzer II.

Now available:
NEBNext™ dsDNA Fragmentase™

an enzyme-based solution for the

fragmentation of DNA

For more information about NEBNext, including customized solutions,
please contact NEBNext@neb.com.
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10 Ways to Improve
Your Chances of Securing Research Funding

#

There are many approaches to securing funding, but not all are effective.

That’s why the American Association for the Advancement of Science is committed to

offering its members a variety of resources to help them locate the money they need—–

including an ongoing analysis of R&D budgets and funding, and an extensive directory

of funding opportunities. Join us. Together we

can make a difference. aaas.org/plusyou

JOINING

RESEARCH

HOPING

RABBIT’S FOOT

APPLICATIONS

WISHING

SLOTS

NETWORKING

TANTRUM

SELF-FINANCING
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NEW PRODUCTS

LIFE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and governmental organizations are

featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availabilty of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS of any products or

materials mentioned is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer or supplier.

Electronically submit your new product description or product literature information! Go to www.sciencemag.org/products/newproducts.dtl for more information.

AAAS/Science Business Office

CELL ORGANELLE DETECTION KITS

Three highly selective detection kits for the examination of

mitochondria, lysosomes, and nucleoli/nuclei in live cells

are available. The kits feature proprietary fluorescent dyes

that emit strong, consistent signals even after extended

viewing periods. They are highly resistant to photobleaching

and concentration quenching. The dyes are compatible with

most fluorescence detection systems, including conventional

and confocal fluorescence microscopes and high-content

screening platforms. The Total Nuclear-ID Green/Red

Nucleolar/Nuclear Detection Kit makes use of a dichromatic

staining method that permits researchers to easily examine

the nucleolar dynamic changes in intracellular distribution,

trafficking, and localization that arise from processes such

as the cell cycle and ribosome biogenesis. The Lyso-ID Red

Detection Kit is for live-cell imaging of lysosomes. The Mito-

ID Red Detection Kit contains a potent mitochondria-selective

dye suitable for staining live cells, detergent permeabilized

cells, and aldehyde-fixed cells.

Enzo Life Sciences

For info: 610-941-0430 www.enzolifesciences.com

ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

The AA-7000 Series atomic absorption (AA) spectrophotom-

eter incorporates recently developed three-dimensional (3-

D) optics for enhanced flame and furnace analysis. Through

optimal adjustment of the light beam and digital filter, and

by using optical components that restrict light loss, the opti-

cal system is capable of producing maximum performance

for both flame detection and furnace detection. The optical

double-beam photometric system is automatically set for

flame measurements, and the high throughput, single-beam

photometric system is automatically set for furnace mea-

surements. With a new graphite furnace design, the series

achieves lower limits of detection for furnace analysis in all

fields, compared with Shimadzu’s previous designs. When

combined with an optional autoatomizer changer, the system

creates an integral burner and furnace that remains perma-

nently installed in the combustion chamber.

Shimadzu

For info: 800-477-1227 www.ssi.shimadzu.com

MICROMIXER CHIP

The Mitos Micromixer Chip is designed for the rapid mixing of

two or three fluid streams. Compatible with the Mitos 4-way

edge connector, this novel chip performs rapid mixing across

a wide range of flow rates. The chip’s advanced features

make it suitable for the study of reaction kinetics, sample

dilution, improving reaction selectivity, rapid crystallization,

and nanoparticle synthesis. The chip measures 45 mm by 15

mm and incorporates two independent micromixer channels,

each with a volume of 8 µl, to ensure efficient mixing of the

fluid streams. The Micromixer Chip is a static mixer with no

moving parts, inducing lamination of the flow streams at

low flow rates. At higher flow rates, a degree of turbulence

occurs within the flow stream, which further reduces the

mixing time. Thus, the micromixer can perform total mixing

of two or three fluid streams in milliseconds.

Dolomite

For info: +44-1763-242491 www.dolomite-microfluidics.com

LABEL-FREE CELL MEASUREMENT

The ECIS (electric cell–substrate impedance sensing) Z

and ECIS Z Theta instruments can be equipped with a flow

option designed for researchers who wish to employ ECIS

impedance measurements to study the behavior of cells

under flow conditions. The ECIS flow arrays provide eight

independent measuring electrodes on the floor of a channel

0.5 cm wide, 5 cm long, and 400 micrometers high. Flow

rates can be incrementally programmed from slow perfusion

of medium across the cells up to rates yielding shear stress

similar to that experienced by endothelial cells in vivo. A

peristaltic pump included with the system is designed for

operation in the high humidity of the tissue culture incubator.

Applied BioPhysics

For info: 866-301-3247 www.biophysics.com

BIOMOLECULE ISOLATION

Prepacked Cellufine Mini-Columns provide convenience and productivity for isolat-

ing, purifying, and concentrating biomolecules from aqueous samples. Available

in a range of prepacked 1-ml columns for ion-exchange, affinity, and hydrophobic

interaction, the minicolumns provide a new resource for initial screening of biomol-

ecules, preoptimization of protocols in drug discovery, and preclinical applications.

Cellufine is a novel, high-performance liquid chromatography medium optimized for

the purification of proteins, enzymes, endotoxins, and other biomolecules. Manu-

factured from spherical cellulose particles, Cellufine offers excellent chemical sta-

bility, high mechanical strength, and complete biocompatibility.

AMS Biotechnology For info: +44-1235-8828200 www.amsbio.com



In 2009, AAAS and Science launched Science Translational Medicine, a new journal
focused on applications of basic research knowledge that will improve human health.

The goal of Science Translational Medicine is simple: to help the scientific community
harness decades of progress in research at the basic level and translate these biological
discoveries into medical advances. Take this opportunity to have your work recognized in
this groundbreaking new journal.

Papers in the following areas will be reviewed and considered for publication:

WHERE THE BASIC SCIENCE

OF MEDICINE

MEETS

THE

W RLD

W RLD

• Animal & Human Studies
• Applied Physical Sciences
• Behavior
• Bioengineering
• Biomarkers
• Cancer
• Cardiovascular Disease
• Cell Culture
• Chemical Genomics/Drug Discovery
• Data Mining
• Drug Delivery
• Gene Therapy/Regenerative Medicine

• Imaging
• Immunology/Vaccines
• Infectious Diseases
• Medical Informatics
• Medical Nanotechnology
• Metabolism/Diabetes/Obesity
• Neuroscience/Neurology/Psychiatry
• Pharmacogenetics
• Policy
• Toxicology & Pharmacokinetics
• And other interdisciplinary

approaches to medicine

Submit your work to

Science Translational Medicine today!

OCTOBER 2009 | Vol. 1 | Nos. 1–4

INTEGRATING MEDICINE AND SCIENCEwww.ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org



Dialysis so easy you’ll be hooked.

You’ll never use anything else again. The new Thermo Scientific

Slide-A-Lyzer G2 Dialysis Cassettes enable simple, effective

dialysis without the hassle of conventional tubing.

• New top-loading port for pipetting or two side ports for

syringe injecting

• Secure – sample stays inside the chamber with unique

locking top cap design; built-in buoy means no need for floats

• 95% sample recovery – gives you maximum dialysis of even

the smallest samples (0.5 to 70 ml) – available with 2K, 3.5K,

7K, 10K and 20K MWCO membranes

• Stands on lab benchtop for easy viewing and handling

To learn more, visit www.thermo.com/pierce or call

+1 815-968-0747 or 800-874-3723. Outside the U.S.,

contact your local distributor.

New twist-off top and pipetting port.

Pipette directly into the Slide-A-Lyzer G2

Dialysis Cassette or use the side ports for

syringe injecting.
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Moving science forward


